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The ‘Virtualmonium’: an instrument for classical sound diffusion
over a virtual loudspeaker orchestra

Overview

fourMs
Music, Mind, Motion, Machines

2. The Virtualmonium 
The Virtualmonium is an instrument that emulates the 
features of classical acousmoniums in higher-order 
ambisonics, for the performance of electroacoustic 
music over regularly spaced, high-density loudspeaker 
arrays (HDLA).

With the Virtualmonium, composers / performers can:

- Perform classical sound di�usion over an HDLA,   
 alongside native 3-D formats in the same concert. 

- Custom-design loudspeaker orchestra emulations.

- Rehearse and re�ne performances o�-site.

New concert spaces for electroacoustic music invest in 
permanent, high-density loudspeaker arrays rather 
than acousmonium loudspeaker orchestras. HDLAs:

- Maximize audience area.

- Eliminate time-consuming setup time.

- Provide loudspeaker densities that accomodate   
 most commercial and non-commercial formats . . .

 . . . except sound di�usion performance.

However:

- Many composers still choose stereo.

- Historical repertoire is mainly in stereo.

- Compositional processes are often allied with di�u- 
 sion performance and the acousmonium qualities 

- We need to reconcile the performance of stereo   
 works, side-by-side native 3-D compositions. 

1. Introduction

Why we need the Virtualmonium

Qualities of a real acousmonium 

-  Built from loudspeakers of di�erent power and fre-  
 quency response.

-  Loudspeakers are placed at di�erent distances and  
 angles from the audience.

-  Designed for each space to use room acoustics and  
 room geometry to maximum e�ect.

(Examples such as BEAST, GRM-Acousmonium, and the Gmebaphone).

How performers in�uence our perception of space:

- Distribute spectral and spatial changes in the music.

- Blend speaker signals and room characteristics.

- Use the precedent e�ect and directional volume.

- The resulting complexity can only be controlled   
 during performance-listening.

Spat.spat~ : 6th order HOA encoder 

Spat.oper: Room model.
Reverberation and direct sound calculations
Distance amplitude attenuation calculations.

Distance high-frequency attenuation calculations.

Delay and time alignment (for non-symmetrical arrays)

spatialisation
parameters

Ambisonics array
speaker coordinates.

Record encoded
to �le (optional).

Spat.decoder~:
(Energy preserving dual band inphase MaxrE decoder

at the appropriate order for the loudspeaker array).

Sound

Split left-right
(number of virtual speakers).

Performed di�usion
(Real-time volume changes for each

channel, via an interface).

Virtual array speaker emulation: Speaker IR’s
(Convolution, �lter, compression, attenuation).

Sources locations (virtual speakers).
Yaw (virtual speaker direction).

Aperture (polar radiation pattern).

Virtual array spatial set-up.

sound

Virtualmonium setup and performance

HOA Spatialisation

Spatial emulation 

Built in MaxMSP using IRCAM's Spat package [1],  spatial 
information is encoded in 3-D HOA and NFC-HOA. A 
minimum of a 5th-order decoding is required [2].

- Spat’s sources spatially represent the virtual loud   
 speaker locations. One virtual loudspeaker may be   
 represented by a number of virtual sources.

-  Virtual loudspeakers are de�ned by a position in   
 space, a direction of face and a radiation aperture. 

- spat.oper calculates distance related amplitude  
 and air absorption and delay.

-  A room model  controlled by spat.oper calculates  
 direct and reverberant signal levels and space.

- The energy-preserving decoder [3], is used by default.

Loudspeaker emulation 
Emulating loudspeakers in 3-D is not trivial! We began with a simpli�ed approach convolving signals with spectral im-
pulse responses (IR) from an online database [3]. The �rst prototype used single IR’s treated as omnidirectional, where 
spat.oper emulates directional �ltering and volume attenuation in interaction with the room model. The second re-
vision uses directional IRs from each 60-degree rotation with Spat's own �ltering and attenuation removed.

MIDI faders emulate the function of a traditional mixer. 

Interface

3. Testing 
Goal:  To emulate performance possibilities rather than recreate the illusion of single speakers in space.
Tests:  - How successful were performers in executing some standard sound di�usion techniques?
  - How did a group of listeners perceived the performance? 

Spatial performance action

Front close
Sides close
Front narrow then widening
Rear narrow then widening
Wide space
Move mid to distant space
Gesture, medium speed
Gesture, fast speed
Gesture, curved (circular)
Spatial perspective shift
Immersion wash
Immersion detailed
Intimate sensation
Erratic motion
Layered space, simple
Layered space, complex

  Sound type

Short impulse with repetition v1
Short impulse with repetition v1
Short impulse with repetition v2
Short impulse with repetition v2
Short impulse with repetition v3
Gesture move mid to distant
Gestural archetype, medium
Gestural archetype, fast
Gestural archetype, long
Perspective shift
Full bodied wash
Detailed textural �ow
Whisper close
Erratic texture
Two-part complex environment 
Multi-part complex environment 

Tests space: 47 Genelec 8020’s 
projecting 6th order 3-D HOA.

A Virtualmonium of 15 speakers.
Inner rectangle is the boundary of the Ambisonics 

array, outer rectangle is the size of the room model. 

- Six performers: each centrally located.
-  Listeners: spanned 2/5 the width of the loudspeaker array.
-  Indicated their evaluation on a scale from 0 to 4.

Custom-made sounds allocated to each test.

4. Results, concerts and further work

Front close
Sides close

Front narrow then widening
Rear narrow then widening

Wide space
Move middle to distant space

Gesture, medium speed
Gesture, fast speed

Gesture, curved (circular)
Spatial perspective shift

Immersion wash
Immersion detailed
Intimate sensation

Erratic motion
Layered space, simple

Layered space, complex
0 1 2 3 4

The mean and standard deviation for 16 tests
Performer rating
Listener rating

- Performance actions were relatively clearly articulated.
- Performers scored themselves harder than listeners.
- Moving gestures scored lower than static sounds.
- The lowest score was for intimate sounds.
- Layered spaces scored well. 

Preliminary concert experiments 

Concerts present more complex challenges for both per-
former and listener. In concerts we perform stereo di�u-
sion using a 32-speaker Virtualmonium. Experiences:

Further work 

-  Add more, varied and precise loudspeaker emulation.   
 Collaborate with acousmoniums to obtain IR’s.

-  Improved distance emulation.

-  Establish how many virtual loudspeakers a speci�c order  
 of ambisonics can support.

- Test 2-D against 3-D, and over di�erent HDLAs.

-  Test the Virtualmonium as a rehearsal instrument for a  
 real acousmonium performance.

-  Cross test the Virtualmonium and a real acousmonium.

-  Apply the Virtualmonium in a compositional work�ow.
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Test sounds: http://users.notam02.no/~natashab/NIME_experiment_test.zip.

- We can express musical spatial features.

- ‘Invisible’ speakers are problematic, but can be learnt.

- Stereo di�usion performance is perfected in advance,   
 with the performer centrally located. HOA encoding is  
 recorded, then decoded in the concert.

- Although 32 virtual speakers are used, it is unclear   
 where diminishing returns lie (speakers v precision).

- The room model is important in forming the virtual   
 loudspeaker image and for performance.

- Our test space is small and the room acoustics don’t   
 con�ict with the room model. In larger spaces, the    
 room  model needs assessing with respect to the    
 given space.


